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#RACEFOR
THEFUTURE

DRIVEN BY PURPOSE.

“

We have a responsibility and a purpose that goes beyond our compelling
entertainment proposition. Sustainable development is paramount to the
world’s future, and through SailGP, we have a unique platform to accelerate
change.
Race for the Future takes us from intention to action, with a real ability to
effect environmental and social transformation within and outside of the
sport.
Simply put, having a zero-carbon footprint and a diverse staff is not
enough; we’ve challenged ourselves to think bigger and broader.
These issues go beyond SailGP, beyond the sport and beyond the
industry, and we will strongly advocate for the critical adoption of
clean energy, while serving as champions of inclusivity.”
SIR RUSSELL COUTTS, CEO SAILGP
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DRIVEN BY PURPOSE.
WE ARE MORE THAN A RACING CHAMPIONSHIP
WE #RACEFORTHEFUTURE - ACCELERATING CHANGE TO A CLEANER AND MORE INCLUSIVE FUTURE
SailGP is focused on the advancement of gender equity and racial diversity, with the longer-term goal to ensure the
league is more accessible for all underrepresented groups.
BUSINESS OPERATIONS
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WORKFORCE

SPORT OF SAILING

PROGRESSIVE POLICIES TO
FOSTER AN INCLUSIVE
CULTURE

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
TO CREATE EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY

HIRING PRACTICES AND
CAREER PROGRAMS TO
DIVERSIFY STAFF

LEADERSHIP ROLE TO
CREATE ACCESSIBLE ENTRY
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PROGRESSIVE POLICIES TO FOSTER AN INCLUSIVE CULTURE

GUIDING THE PROCESS
DIVERSITY, EQUITY + INCLUSION COMMITTEE
The DEI Committee drives the holistic inclusion of underrepresented groups across the
organization, and includes 75 percent membership from such groups.

SailGP works with the Clear Company to
ensure that its policies and actions meet or
exceed best practices within the global
business community.
Established in 2003, the Clear Company is a
recognized leader of inclusive recruitment and
talent management insight, training and
technology.
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Co-Chair

Sustainability Manager,
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Event Services Manager
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TORREY DORSEY
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POLICIES + PROCEDURES
AUDITING

‣

An annual audit process is conducted using people and culture platform Culture Amp to regularly measure the data necessary to identify
growth areas and ensure that progressive diversity, equity and inclusion targets are met.

TRAINING

‣

Foundational diversity, equity and inclusion training is required for all employees and contractors through SailGP Discovery, the organization’s
e-learning platform powered by HowNow.

‣
‣

Team leadership is required to also participate in a tailored live training session with the Clear Company focused on commitment to change.
SailGP global leadership team will undergo a custom inclusive leadership workshop with the Clear Company in November 2020.

ATHLETES
NEW

DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TO CREATE EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

WOMEN’S COMMITTEE
The Women's Committee was established in June 2020 to support the initial female athlete integration process, and is
made up of a cross-section of internal and external expertise, including more than 80 percent women.

CHRISTY CAHILL

CAROLIJN BROUWER

LISA DARMANIN

SailGP Chief Communications Oﬃcer
Staﬀ Lead

Three-Time Olympian,
Three-Time Ocean Race Participant

Olympic Silver Medalist,
SailGP Broadcast Commentator

MARIA DEL MAR DE ROS

EMILY NAGEL

NATHAN OUTTERIDGE

Spain SailGP Team CEO

Ocean Race Participant,
Great Britain SailGP Team Data Analyst

Two-Time Olympic Medalist,
Japan SailGP Team CEO + Helm
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GENDER EQUITY INITIATIVE
SailGP has launched an extensive program to fast-track the training and development of female athletes for participation
in the global championship. Overall, the program will aim to train top female sailors to be competitive in the positions of
helm, flight controller or wing trimmer onboard the F50 race boats.
WOMEN’S INVITATIONAL CAMPS

‣

SailGP will host an invitational camp in each of its eight team markets beginning in November 2020 to engage with female athletes who
meet the league’s overall selection criteria.

PRE-SEASON TRAINING CAMP

‣

Two women per market – a total of 16 – will be invited to participate in SailGP’s pre-season training camp just prior to the start of Season 2.

SEASON 2

‣
‣

At least one female athlete will be selected to train and be immersed within each team for Season 2.

‣

Additional development opportunities are being explored, including further racing opportunities on alternate boats during SailGP events
and use of the F50 simulator.

‣

A dedicated women’s program manager will oversee the program, to be hired by January 2021.

The initiative will be in its pilot phase for Season 2, during which time regular evaluation and adjustments will be made to ensure a
successful integration process.

WORKFORCE

HIRING PRACTICES AND CAREER PROGRAMS TO DIVERSIFY STAFF

RECRUITMENT POLICY
SailGP’s Recruitment Policy is aimed at further diversifying SailGP’s non-athlete workforce, and applies across all areas of
operation.

‣

In addition to SailGP’s foundational diversity, equity and inclusion training, hiring managers must complete an inclusive recruitment
module.

‣

All hiring managers are required to adopt a diverse and inclusive approach at every stage of the recruitment process, including when
finalizing job descriptions, advertising vacancies, shortlisting applications, interviewing, making selection decisions and confirming any
offers of employment.

‣

Short-and long-term gender equity and racial diversity targets for overall workforce, global leadership, sailing teams (non-athletes) and the
tech team/boat builders will be finalized by December 2020.

INSPIRE CAREERS
‣

The Inspire Careers program, which was established in 2019 and offers internship opportunities to
young professionals (ages 18-23), is aimed at building a more inclusive talent pool for SailGP and
the wider marine and sports industries.

‣

Starting in Season 2, event-focused and longer-term opportunities have a 50 percent female and
50 percent racially diverse requirement.

SPORT OF
SAILING
LEADERSHIP ROLE TO CREATE ACCESSIBLE ENTRY POINTS INTO THE SPORT

INSPIRE
SailGP is placing focus on creating a more racially diverse profile for the league – and ultimately the sport – beginning at
the grassroots and junior levels. The league will work in partnership with World Sailing, National Sailing Federations, and
local clubs and programs to provide opportunities to young people from a variety of backgrounds through SailGP Inspire.

‣

Gender-balanced from its inception, SailGP Inspire provides an important pathway for young female sailors to receive training, coaching
and competitive racing in WASZP foiling boats.

‣

The program will be expanded in Season 2 to focus on offering additional entry points to both recreational and competitive sailing for
racially and socioeconomically diverse youth.
• Target of 50 percent female and 20 percent racially diverse participants in the youth racing element, Inspire Racing.
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THE RACE FOR THE
FUTURE HAS BEGUN

